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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1973, as part of a study funded by the U.S. Department of Trans-
portation, Iowa State University began conducting studies designed to 
improve the availability of transportation services to rural residents in 
Iowa. In order to design a transit system and make the accompanying 
policy decisions, a firm empirical knowledge of origin-destination trip 
behavior is necessary. While cordon counts reveal actual numbers of 
vehicles traveling in a given area daily, they provide no information as 
to a family's ability to fulfill travel desires within the region; i.e., 
they reveal no patterns of adaptation to the absence or presence of public 
facilities. Actual origin-destination data should provide not only esti-
mates of daily usage of the existing transit system, but also the 
necessary trip patterns of adaptation to the lack of public transporta-
tion. 
While a considerable amount of literature exists on such transporta-
tion problems as the study of the determinants and effects of migration, 
the prediction of number of journey-to-work trips, and the development of 
models to distribute trips to various locations, there is a noticeable 
dearth of literature on the study of urban-rural differences in trip 
behavior and efficiency in automobile usage. Authors such as Schwartz 
[ 7], Vanderkamp [9] and Miller [6] discuss determinants of migration and 
its economic effects. Clark predicts not only a number of journey-to-
work trips, but also their distribution among workplaces [ 3]. Cesario 
develops a model based on the assumptions that " ••• the number of trips 
made from any origin i to any destination j, t .. , depends on (a ) certain 
l.J 
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origin characteristics, (b) certain destination characteristics, and 
(c) spatial separation costs [ 2]. Only one article, "The Demand for 
Nonwork Travel, 11 by Roger Vickerman [10], even remotely resembles the 
type of study undertaken in this paper . Vickerman uses survey data 
collected from the 1965 National Travel Survey, conducted by Research 
Services Ltd. for the Ministry of Transport of the British government to 
derive trip patterns according to purpose of trip, length of stage, and 
mode of travel for a group of "planning regions, 11 delineated as follows: 
Northwestern, Wales, West Midlands, East Midlands, East Anglia, Greater 
London, Southeastern, and Southwestern. Besides distributing trips by 
mode of travel, Vickerman uses the technique of multiple regression to 
estimate a model to predict "the number of trips made per week for purpose 
j by i ndividuals of type 1 (car-ownership class) in region r (where 
j = shopping, recreation, social, and pleasure travel) [10]. No analysis 
of efficiency or urban-rural contrasts was undertaken. 
The following characteristics of small-town and rural families 
provide a useful contrast in differentiating their transit requirements: 
1) Journey-to-work costs are zero for the f ull-time farmer, although 
the costs of input assembly and the marketing of outputs are 
substantial . Commercial modal specialization, therefore, 
characterizes the rural resident, and day-time business trips 
may be substantially more frequent within the region than they 
would be for a small-town resident. Some commercial vehicles; 
namely, heavy trucks and pickup trucks, may be ready substitutes 
for trips normally conducted by automob ile. Indeed, the data 
reported here indicate that such was actually the case. 
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2) The transit costs of assembling residential goods and services 
are substantially greater for the rural resident due to the 
spatial specialization suggested by central place theories. 
Per shopping trip the value (or volume) of such purchases 
should be quite specialized. The longer trip necessary to 
purchase higher-order goods may result in "expenditure leakages" 
to the larger urban centers that might not otherwise occur. In 
addition, the yearly frequency of such trips may be quite sensi-
tive to annual fluctuations in income that typify the farm 
family. The spatial substitution of shopping at local 
convenience centers instead of larger urban connnunities may be 
an important offset to declining commercial sales in small 
towns during periods of depressed agricultural incomes. 
3) One might expect the rural family size to be larger than in 
the small town, and making the traditional assumption of closer 
family ties as characterizing the rural family, it would follow 
that the rural family would most likely engage in a greater 
multiplicity of trip purposes than would the small-town family . 
Moreover, it would seem likely that the number of passengers 
per trip would be greater for the rural family than for the 
small-town family. Although the survey data does reveal the 
more frequent combining of trip segments by the rural families 
as opposed t o the small-town family, it fails to indicate any 
difference in the average family size of the two populations. 
In fact, the data also indicate no difference in the average 
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family income of the two groups, suggesting further that 
traditional town/rural relationships are not apparent in the 
study undertaken here. 
4) It is also conceivable that retired rural individuals may 
utilize the vehicles of working-age offspring to fulfill their 
transit needs, perhaps accompanying them on multi-purpose 
trips which would otherwise be accomplished by public modes . 
Efficiency in vehicle use is encouraged at the expense of an 
increased inconvenience to the average rider. 
5) The low-density nature of the rural r esident's trip corridor 
precludes the necessity of adjusting travel behavior to avoid 
congestion, but reduces the efficiency of operating publicly-
subsidized transit modes. Public modal alternatives are, in 
most cases, restricted to low-density carriers unattached to 
fixed route and time schedules; these also provide an emergency 
trip capability which may be particularly important in rural 
areas. 
These (and other) characteristics suggest that the observed pattern of 
trips in rural areas is likely to indicate an accommodation to the lack 
of efficient public modes. 
Chapter II will describe a survey designed to i solate these charac-
teristics for the small community of State Center, Iowa and the rural 
area surrounding it . Sampling considerations will also be discussed 
along with the questionnaire distr i buted to 650 resident families within 
the region denoted above . Chapter III will discuss sample characteristics 
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emphasizing socio-economic contrasts and observed trip behavior (which is 
consistent with gravity principles--an inverse relationship between 
distance between a given origin and destination and the number of trips 
taken) of the two populations. Also discussed are the results of a 
regression model employed to determine the effects of socio-economic 
characteristics on the total number of trips taken in primary and 
secondary vehicles by each population independently and by the aggregate 
population . Chapter IV will deal with efficiency measures and multiple 
trip behavior which was studied to analyze vehicle utilization . Finally, 
dependency is the subject of Chapter V, and it will concentrate on trans-
portation needs of the elderly and the extent to which they are dis-
advantaged by the lack of a public transit system. 
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CHAPTER II . SAMPLE DESIGN 
The basic objective of the survey is to obtain travel data on the 
primary regional unit in central place theory; small size of the con-
venience center (200 to 400 resident families) and spatial homogeneity 
were important attributes in selecting the connnunity. The town should 
provide only low-order residentiary and business services to its own 
population and the irmnediately surrounding rural hinterland. Other towns 
competing with the cormnunity for "convenience good" sales should roughly 
circumscribe the region, providing a clearly demarcated market area for 
businesses located in the center. The rural road network should be 
spatially homogeneous and undisturbed by geographic irregularities; it 
should also provide good access to routes linking higher order settle-
ments within the region. The town should also provide religious and 
socially-based activities for most rural residents within this market 
area and be an educational center for primary and secondary students. 
The map displayed in the Appendix shows the distribution of 
communities surrounding the town selected for the survey. State Center 
has a 1970 population of 1232 and borders the market areas of Colo, 
St . Anthony-Clemons, Albion, Melbourne, Rhodes and Collins. All of 
these connnunities have smaller populations than State Center, but provide 
an approximately similar order of services within their respective market 
areas. Major retailing centers for higher order goods and services extend 
to the east and southwest of State Center. Marshalltown is located 15 
miles directly east of State Center and Des Moines lies 30 miles to the 
southwest. Unlike the intraregional road network, access to higher order 
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services is enhanced by a diagonal road linking Marshalltown to Des 
Moines . (This is shown as route 330 on the map in the Appendix; by 
legislative decree it is the only diagonal road in the state highway 
system. ) Excluding this road, all intraregional roads display a regular 
north-south and east-west configuration with only minor variations in 
route quality. (Paved hardtop roads are black and improved gravel 
surfaces are dotted in the map of State Center's market area .) State 
Center itself is centered on arterials also providing access in these 
four directions and, in addition, is serviced by a major interstate 
highway one-half mile south of the town. 
Few transit services are available to residents within the market 
radii of the town . Connner cial rail service is provided by a single east -
west line, but passenger pick-up was terminated years ago. Virtually all 
locally delivered counnercial services are provided by truck and no 
community-based cab or publicly-supported bus services are available to 
residents. The school district does provide collector service for both 
the primary and secondary schools and interurban bus services are 
available. The three-block commer cial district provides retail food, 
auto repair, and counnercial banking services to r esidents of the town and 
rural families; virtually all the sales of these establishments are 
transported in customer-owned automobile or pickup truck. In summary, 
State Center residents are highly dependent on privately-owned vehicles 
for travel within and outside of the region and observed trip behavior 
should well reflect the residents' adaptation t o the absence of publicly-
supported travel modes. The following sections surmnarize sampling con-
siderations and the structure of the survey instrument . 
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Sampling Procedures 
The survey data establish origin-destination trip behavior and an 
inventory of socio-economic characteristics and vehicular ownership for 
sampled families . Several alternative methods of obtaining this infor-
mation were considered: 
1) An urban-rural stratified random sample could be selected from 
the local telephone listing with the data attained by personal interview. 
Excluding distance to the urban center, the variances in rural travel 
behavior are likely to be less than those encountered in State Center so 
a disproportionate stratified design might include several spatially-
defined rings around the rural community. Interviews within the town 
could be efficiently conducted, but the rural data would be less easily 
collected. Sunday interviews at churches within the region might improve 
the overall efficiency of the design, though a substantial number of 
trained interviewers would be required. Cost considerations ultimately 
dictated a noninterview design, since at least two visits per sampled 
units would be required to attain the data on trips taken over a seven-
day period . 
2) The sample size could be considerably expanded by the use of a 
mail survey. A virtual census of residents could be attained through 
mailings to all residents with phone listings; a well-motivated and 
justified survey instrument would be necessary. Advance publicity for 
the survey would help improve the response rate, so newspaper announce-
ments and contacts with local connnunity leaders would be advisable. A 
reasonably efficient survey instrument would also be necessary since a 
return mailing is required. 
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These considerations led to the adoption of plan (2) above. All 
of the approximately 650 resident families and unrelated individuals 
within State Center's market area received survey instruments in a two-
stage, staggered mailing during the first week of August, 1974 . (To 
avoid systematic oversampling, commercial, public and residential list-
ings with two or more phones under a common surname at the same address 
were excluded.) A front-page article describing the objectives of the 
survey appeared in the State Center Enterprise nine days before the first 
mailing was received by residents. Interviews and follow-up letters were 
sent to the mayor and presiding officer of the Lion's Club two weeks 
befor e the survey was taken; these efforts were designed to publicize the 
survey at community meetings prior to the mailing date. During the week 
of the survey a graduate student was available during the afternoon at a 
l ocal phone number specified in the survey instrument to answer questions 
of sampled residents. 
Survey Questionnaire 
The mailed material included four major sections of the questionnaire 
plus a return envelope for the results of the trip-survey and household 
characteristics table. A replica of the questionnaire is included in the 
Appendix, and its four major sections may be described as follows: 
1) A standard cover letter (hand-addressed to the recipient) con-
stitutes the first page of the questionnaire. This letter summarizes the 
steps to be taken in filling out the trip logs, pledges the confidential 
nature of the response and establishes the objectives of the survey. 
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2) The instruction sheet includes detailed descriptions of how 
each block of data is to be recorded on both the trip-logs and the house-
hold characteristics table . Codes are provided and an example trip-log 
shows the format for the recorded information. The respondent records 
the description of the vehicle at the top of the log and then fills in the 
date, trip number, destination, trip-purpose, occupant designation, 
mileage and time of each trip. The actual trips are home-to-home with 
intermediate stops designated as segments. Nine trip-purpose codes 
establish the reason for each segment, and a detailed occupant code is 
inc luded to determine patterns of passenger accommodation on multi-person 
trips to family members and neighbors. The mileage-time data provide 
approximate average speeds for each trip segment; the time data also 
include the time-of-day when the particular segment was initiated. 
The household characteristics table includes age, occupation, edu-
cational attainment, farm size (for rural families primarily), income 
and the ownership of nine types of vehicles by family members . Age and 
educational attainment are coded directly in years, and occupation is 
left as an open- description response to be coded during the editing 
phase of the survey . Net income before deductions, exemptions and/or 
credits is requested on a four-year averaged basis. The exceptions are 
for individuals who changed jobs during this period and retired family 
members, in which case current-year net income is to be recorded . The 
vehicle ownership distribution table includes all tractors, motorcycles, 
bicycles, pickup trucks, heavy trucks, campers, autos, a i rplanes and 
boats owned by family members. 
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For rural residences in the sample a special problem arises in 
determining the origins and destinations of nonurban-based trips . Three 
rural r outes surround State Center and to provide a mor e precise designa-
tion, a map is included in the instructions for specifying rural trip 
patterns . The respondent is asked to circle this rural residence and 
place an "X" for trip destinations along with the day and trip number on 
the map. In this way the trip-log and map may be combined to estimate 
the spatial distribution of rural trips. 
3) Two trip-logs are provided to each resident. Each of these logs 
has three pages for recording trip data and a map for designating the 
origins and destinations of rural - based trips. The respondent is 
requested to place the logs in the two most frequently used vehicles and 
record all trip information for a seven -day period. 
4) The household characteristics table completes the questionnaire . 
A one- page matrix is provided for filling in the information described in 
(2) above . The family is requested to return the completed trip - logs and 
household characteristics table in the enclosed envelope . 
The trip-logs require a substantial time investment, and a low 
response rate was expected . All responses were received within a three-
week period after the final mailing, and few phone calls were directed 
to the local address listed on the questionnaire. Several elderly 
respondents described their restricted trip needs in a 1-2-paragraph 
note and three responses from the Post Office were labeled "deceased." 
(The current year's phonebook was utilized, but numerous elderly families 
reside in the region. ) Responses were tabulated if the returned logs 
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were accurately filled out. A response rate of 14 percent was attained 
and schedule editing reduced this to 13 percent; usable schedules are 
distributed as 46 (urban) and 39 (rural). Sample averages also conform 
well to Census reported data for Marshall County . The latter was 35 . 8 
percent rural in 1969, and our data show a 44 percent rural response . 
The sample also indicated 12 years as the median school years completed 
compared to 12 . 3 for the Marshall Count y Census estimate . Median family 
income in 1969 was $9 ,669 in Marshall County and r ose to $11,500 in 1974 
according to the sample estimate; this is about a 2 . 5 percent annual 
average increase . 
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CHAPTER III. SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
In order to begin to examine or explain differences in trip behavior 
of urban and rural families, it is necessary to establish some of the 
socioeconomic and vehicle ownership characteristics of the two gr oups. 
Comparisons were made of these characteristics and t statistics employed 
to test hypotheses of equality between the two groups. Some pertinent 
socioeconomic and vehicle ownership characteristics are presented in 
Table 1. 
Socioeconomic Characteristics 
Traditional urban-rural contrasts in socioeconomic characteristics 
fail to appear for residents of State Center and the surrounding rural 
area. Although the average rural family earned an annual income of 
$15,712 and had 3.6 family members compared to an annual income of $15,887 
and a family size of 3 . 9 members for State Center residents, these 
differences, tested by the use of t statistics, were not significant. 
State Center does appear to be the preferred residential location of aged 
individuals, as there is a significant difference in the proportion of 
town and rural residents aged 61 and over (the hypothesis of equality in 
these proportions was rejected at the 95 percent confidence level) . 
Because of the older population of State Center, the average ages of 
household heads within town were slightly higher than those of the rural 
families, although not significantly. The average ages of the male and 
female household heads were 48 . 6 and 46.7 years, respectively, in State 
Center and 47.8 and 44.8 years, respectively, in the rural sector, A 
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Table 1. Socioeconomic and vehicle ownership characteristics 
Number of years of education-father 
Total acreage owned 
Acreage owned by father 
Number of vehicles 
Number of tractors 
Number of pickup trucks 
State Center 
Average 
13.1 
123.0 
118. 8 
4.7 
1.6 
1.1 
Significance 
Rural level of 
Average t test 
11.8 .05 
267 .8 .10 
260.4 .10 
6.6 .01 
3.0 . 05 
1.0 .10 
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significant difference in the mean educational level of the male house-
hold head was found at the 95 percent confidence level, the male heads 
of households being slightly more educated in the town (13.1 years ) than 
in the rural area (11 . 8 years). In both population strata the female 
household heads were slightly more educated than the male, but no 
significant difference in the averages was found. Since farming would 
be expected to comprise most of the rural family's livelihood, while pro-
viding only supplemental income to families within town, it would be 
likely that rural families own more acreage than do town families. This 
indeed was the case . The hypotheses of equality of the average number of 
acres owned and, even more specifically, of the average number of acres 
owned by the male household head, were rejected at the 90 percent 
confidence level. No significant differences appeared in the average 
levels of other socioeconomic characteristics such as number of childr e n, 
number of students, and number of employed students. 
Summarized in Table 2 are the distribution of total family income 
and the educational level of the male household head . While 24 percent 
of town residents have annual family incomes of less than $8,000, only 
4 percent of the rural families have the same characteristic . Similar ly, 
only 37 percent of town families earn an income greater than $15,000 
annually, while half of the rural families earn the same . In addition, 
14 percent of rural male household heads completed less than nine years 
of education, while only 6 percent of the male household heads within 
town failed to complete high school . Of the State Center male heads of 
households, 38 percent attended college, while in the rural area the 
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comparable figure was 17 percent. It is i nteresting to note the inverse 
relationship between educational attainment and i ncome level even 
t hough this relationship is based on total family i ncome and e ducational 
level pertains to the male household head. No bias is intr oduced as the 
result of working wives or employed children; i.e . , only 22 percent of 
rural female heads of households are employed a s compared to 59 percent 
in State Center, and the number of employed children in the two popula-
tions are pract ical l y equiva lent (1.4 children per family on the average 
in State Center and 1.3 in the rural area). However, there is a greater 
proportion of rural children than children f rom town in one income 
bracket as noted below, which could conceivably bias family income. 
Likewise, there appears to be some variance in the average age of 
children reported by the two groups which could influence f amily income 
substant ially . 
In addition t o the above family income character istics, the 
hypothe sis that there is no differ ence in the proportion of town people 
and the proportion of rural people in a gi ven income bracket was t ested 
for the fol lowing groups: 1) income of male household head, 2) income 
of female household head, and 3) income of children. The hypot heses of 
equalit y i n these proportions were accepted excep t for the fo llowing 
t wo cases: 
1) Male household head's income - hypothesis of equality of the 
proportion of families in which the father's income is between 
$15,000 and $24 ,999 rejected at the 95 percent confidence 
level. Rura l male household heads dominate this income bracket . 
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2) Children's income - hypothesis of equality of the proportion 
of children whose income level is between $8,000 and $9,999 
rejected at 90 percent confidence level. Rural children account 
for a greater proportion of individuals in this income bracket 
than do State Center children. 
With the exception of these two cases, the distributional characteristics 
of the principal income recipients are similar. 
Vehicle Ownership Characteristics 
An analysis of those schedules reporting household characteristics 
suggested an accommodation to the lack of public transit as revealed by 
the substantial number of vehicles owned by both State Center and rural 
residents . Rural families own an average of 6.6 vehicles per family, 
(1.7 automobiles) compared to the average of 4.7 vehicles (1.6 automo-
biles) owned by families within town, a significant difference when tested 
at the 99 percent confidence level. Rural families own more tractors than 
do households within town (an average of 3 . 0 per family as compared to 
1.6), although urban families own a slightly greater number of pickup 
trucks than do rural families (1.1 on the average per family as compared 
to 1.0 in the rural sector). These last two relationships were signifi-
cant at the 95 and 90 percent confidence levels, respectively. It is 
reasonable that rural families would own more tractors than State Center 
families, but justification for the latter owning more pickup trucks than 
rural families is not so clear. Perhaps a family within town can perform 
its small-scale supplemental farming operations via use of a pickup truck, 
whereas a rural family has need of heavier trucks and equipment. There 
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was no significant difference in the mean number of all other types of 
vehicles - motorcycles, bicycles, automobiles, campers, and boats - owned 
by the two populations. Hence, even though it was found that rural fa.mi-
lies, at least to some degree, use their primary and secondary vehicles 
more efficiently than families within town (see Chapter IV), they never-
theless own a greater number of vehicles on the average than State Center 
families. 
Regression Analysis on Total Daily Trip Segments 
Two regression models were employed to investigate the effect of 
socioeconomic and vehicle ownership characteristics on the total number of 
trip segments made per day. Due to insufficient information reported on 
some schedules, only 52 observations were employed, 31 for State Center, 
and 21 for the rural area. The results of these regressions are 
summarized in Table 3. 
Linear models 
A stepwise regression procedure was used to fit a first-order linear 
model to the aggregated data of both the State Center and the rural 
sectors, the advantage of this technique being that the analyst can deter-
mine the contribution of each independent variable, added one at a time, to 
the explanatory power of the model. The stepwise procedure is described 
as follows: 
This technique finds first the single-variable model which pro-
duces the largest R2 statistic •••• For each of the other inde-
pendent variables, stepwise calculates an F-statistic reflect ing 
that variable's contribution to the model were it to be included. 
If the F-statistic for one or more variables has a significance 
probability greater than (.5) •.. , then the variable with the 
Table 3. Regression results 
Model ao 
j 
y = 
Total ao + I: ~ . Xi 2.978 i=l l. 
i=l, ••• ,8 
j j 
Y =a + :E 13 . x. + I: 13h \ 2.457 Urban 0 i=l 1 1 h=S 
i=l, ••• ,3 h=5) ••• '8 
y = a + 
Rural 0 ~ ~ .X. + ~ ~h\ .3 .012 i=l i i h=S 
i=l, • •• ,3 h=S , • • • , 8 
j 
ln YTotal = et ln ao + :E ~. ln X. -0.849 ·1 1. l. i= 
i=l, • •• ,8 
Where: 
Y = Number of trip segments per day 
x
1 
= Income of household head 
Family size 
131 
(tl) 
o . ooo 
(1.292) 
o.ooo 
o.ooo 
0 . 166 
(1. 612) 
Sex (percentage of household which is male) 
Rural/urban durmny 
~2 ~3 
(t2) (t3) 
0.100 o . ooo 
(1.501) 
o.ooo 0.017 
(3.130) 
0.250 -0 . 027 
(2.121) (-2 . 432) 
0.206 -0 . 002 
(1.569) (-0. 104) 
x2 = 
x3 = 
X4 = 
XS = Demand for shopping (percentage of all trip segments which are for 
shopping purposes 
x
6 
= Demand for business and work (percentage of all trip segments which 
are for business or work purposes) 
x
7 
= Number of vehicles owned 
x
8 
= Occupation dummy (farmer or nonfarmer) 
20b 
Ii 4 as a6 S7 as F (Signif -
(t4) (ts) (t6) (t7) ( t8 ) 
icance R2 
level) 
o.ooo - 0.027 -0.009 -0.300 0 . 268 2 . 346 0.24 
(-2 . 760) (-l.S08) (-2 . 236) (1.063) (9S1.) 
o.ooo - 0.033 o.ooo -0.317 -2.853 5.549 0.46 
(-3.409) (-2 . 117) (-3 .507) (99%) 
o.ooo o.ooo o.ooo - 0 . 389 0 . 684 4 .193 0.51 
(-2 .296) (1.380) (99%) 
0.084 -0.002 0.004 -0 . 280 -0. llO 17.400 0.78 
(0 . 722 ) (-0 . 120) (0.116) (-1.884) (-0.911) (991.) 
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largest F-statistic is included in the IT¥)del. F-statistics are 
again calculated for the variables still remaining outside the 
model, and the evaluation process is repeated . Variables are 
thus added one by one to the model until no variable produces 
a significant F-statistic [8, p. 127]. 
The following eight independent variables were hypothesized to affect 
the total number of trip segments made daily in primary and secondary 
vehicles for the combined populations: 
1) Level of income of the household head 
2) Family size 
3) Sex (proxy = percentage of male household members) 
4) Residential sector (rural/urban dunmy variable) 
5) Demand for shopping (proxy = percentage of all trip segments 
which are for shopping purposes) 
6) Demand for business and work (proxy = percentage of all trip 
segments which are for business or work purposes) 
7) Number of vehicles owned 
8) Occupation (farmer/nonfarmer dummy variable) 
The level of income of the household head and family size variables 
were hypothesized to be positively related and the number of vehicles 
owned variable to be negatively related to the dependent variable. For 
the average family in the two areas combined, shopping accounted for 14 
percent and business and work for 53 percent of all trip segments made 
daily in primary and secondary vehicles. Thus, the trip purpose 
proxies defined above were included in the model. The two dummy 
variables, residential sector and occupation, as well as the sex proxy, 
are self-explanatory. 
The first model run, then, regressed total number of trip segments 
per day in primary and secondary vehicles on the above independent vari-
ables via a first-order linear equation: 
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j 
Y =a+E'1X 
Total 0 ~i i i=l 
i=l, ••• ,8 (1) 
where the X. correspond to the eight independent variables listed above. 
l. 
The F statistic indicated the model to be significant at the 95 percent 
confidence level, and t he proxy for demand for shopping and the number of 
vehicles owned were each found to be significant at the same level . The 
independent variables entered the model in the order 1) demand for shop-
ping pr oxy, 2) demand for business and work proxy, 3) number of vehicles 
owned, 4) family size, 5) income, and 6) occupation. The proxy for sex 
and the rural/urban dichotomization were not significant enough to enter 
the model. Both of the significant independent variables were shown to 
have a nega tive influence on the dependent variable. It is to be expected 
that t he number of vehicles owned would be negatively related to the total 
number of trip segments made daily in the primary and secondary vehicle, 
and it is conceivable also that as a greater percentage of trip segments 
are devoted to shopping, the total number of trip segments made daily 
will decline since shopping trips are necessity trips and are usually 
made less frequently than others . Hence, the dispersion of trip types 
declines, by definition, with an increase in the proportion of total trips 
which are made for a given purpose. 
Model 1, omitting the rural/urban dunnny variable, was run for each 
sector independently, yielding the results discussed below . 
Linear model applied to State Center The demand for shopping 
proxy again entered the model first, followed by occupation, the sex proxy, 
and the number of vehicles owned, in that order . In the model the sex 
proxy, the demand for shopping proxy, and the occupation dwmny variable 
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were each significant at the 99 percent confidence level. The number of 
vehicles owned was significant at the 95 percent confidence level. The 
coefficients indicate a positive relationship between the percentage of 
male household members and the number of trip segments made daily in the 
primary and secondary vehicles, suggesting that male-dominated households 
make more trip segments daily than do female-dominated households. One 
explanation for this phenomenon may be that males residing within town 
travel to diversified occupations in outlying areas which influences the 
types and destinations of trips made throughout the day. The other three 
independent variables are negatively related to the dependent variable. 
Again, it is reasonable that the greater the number of vehicles owned, the 
fewer the trip segments made per day in primary and secondary vehicles. 
The negative coefficient on the occupation dunnny implies a lower number of 
daily trip segments in primary and secondary vehicles for farmers than 
for nonfarmers. This, too, is reasonable when one considers trips made 
to work by nonfarmers in addition to the fact that farmers do some short -
distance traveling in vehicles other than their primary and secondary 
modes . This coefficient primarily reflects the occupational structural 
dichotomy between the urban and rural sectors since only one of the 31 
State Center respondents was a farmer . 
Linear model applied to rural area The model fitted to the rural 
households' data resulted in the following independent variables being 
significant at the 95 percent confidence level: family size, sex, and 
number of vehicles owned. The number of vehicles owned was again found 
to be inversely related to the number of trip segments made daily in 
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primar y and secondary vehicles. A positive coefficient was calculated 
for the family size variable as was expected; i.e., the larger the number 
of persons in a family, the more trip segments will be generated per day . 
However, in contrast to the town households, in the rural sector there 
is an inverse relationship between the number of trip segments made daily 
and the percentage of household members who are male. Thus, it appears 
that males are responsible for more traveling in the State Center corranu-
1 
nity, whereas females travel more in the rural area . It is interesting 
to note that the demand for shopping proxy was not even included in 
the rural model. 
1oue to an outlying observation in the rural data, this model was 
run again after omitting the extreme observation. While the coefficient 
on the sex proxy was again negative , it was insignificant at the usua l 
confidence levels. Income, significant at the 95 percent confidence leve4 
was followed by the sex proxy (insignificant) , family size, vehicle 
ownership, occupation, and the demand for business and work trips proxy 
(all sign ificant at the 95 percent confidence level), and finally the 
demand for shopping proxy (significant at the 90 percent confidence 
level) . These coefficients indicate that the larger the income of the 
household head and the larger the family size, the greater is the 
number of trip segments made daily in the two most frequently used 
vehicles. Likewise, the greater the proportion of trips made for 
business purposes and journeys t o work plus the proportion made for 
shopping purposes (specialized and necessary purposes) the smaller the 
total number of trip segments made daily. As furthe r explanation of 
the inverse relationship between total trip segments and the demand 
for business and work trips, the greater the proportion of trip 
segments which are j ourney-to-work segments, the more apt the vehicle 
is to be left idle for a period of time and thus, the smaller the 
number of trip segments made in total per day. Lastly, the usual 
inverse relationship between the number of vehicles owned and the 
total number of daily trip segments remains. 
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Log linear model 
A log linear model was fitted to the aggregate data in an attempt 
to better explain the effect of the previously-defined socioeconomic 
characteristics on the number of trip segments made daily in primary 
and secondary vehicles. The model is as follows: 
j 
ln YTotal = a ln a0 + ~ i=l 
S. ln X. 
l. l. 
i=l, ••• ,8 (2) 
While this model is significant at the 99 percent confidence level, only 
one independent variable proved to be significant (90 percent confidence 
level), that being the number of vehicles owned. Although not statis-
tically significant, the income of household head and family size vari-
ables appeared to have a substantial influence on the total number of 
daily trip segments in primary and secondary vehicles. The variables in 
this model were not entered in a stepwise fashion as they were in the 
previous models, preventing any comments as to the relative importance 
of each variable . However, the coefficients; i.e., the elasticity of the 
total number of daily trip segments with respect to each of these 
independent variables, are low . A 1 percent increase in the income of 
the household head y ields an increase in the total number of trip 
segments per day in primary and secondary vehicles of 0.17, and a 1 
percent increase in family size increases the total number of daily trip 
segments by only 0.21 . Likewise, a 1 percent increase in the number of 
vehicles owned decreases the total number of daily trip segments by 
0.28 trips per day. Thus, this model was rejected in favor of model (1). 
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Conclusions 
The regression analysis indicates that for the two populations 
together, the total number of trip segments made daily in primary and 
secondary vehicles is most influenced, though slightly, by the percentage 
of all trip segments which are for shopping and by the number of vehicles 
owned by residents. A 1 percent increase in shopping trips induces a 
decline in total trip segments of .03 trips per day, while an additional 
vehicle added to the total stock of vehicles brings about a decline of 
.30 trips per day in primary and secondary vehicles. 
The number of trip segments made in primary and secondary vehicles 
in the rural and within-town sectors independently is influenced by 
different socioeconomic factors. The demand for shopping variable was 
again the ~ost influential independent variable in the State Center 
community, yielding the same negative coefficient of -.03; the same 
variable has n o influence on the daily trip segments in the rural area. 
The number of vehicles owned has an almost equivalent negative effect 
on daily trip segments in both sectors, the within-town coefficient 
being -.32 as opposed to the rural coefficient of - . 39. The occupation 
of the household head; i.e., whether the head of the household is a 
farmer or otherwise employed, has a significant influence on the total 
number of daily trip segments made in primary and secondary vehicles 
in State Center, but no influence on the dependent variable in the 
rural area . The coefficient on the occupation dunnny variable for State 
Center was a negative 2.9 . Finally, the percentage of household members 
which are male slightly influenced the dependent variable in both sectors, 
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though in opposite directions. A 1 percent inc rease in the proportion 
of male household members brings about an increase of .02 trip segments 
per day in primary and secondary vehicles within State Center and a 
decrease of . 03 trip segments per day in the two most frequently used 
vehicles in the rural area surrounding State Center. Family size was 
influential only in the rural area, having a small positive effect on 
rural daily trip segments. 
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CHAPTER IV. VEHICLE UTILIZATION 
Due to the spatial characteristics of rural areas; i.e., long 
distances between places and the resulting loss of time incurred in 
traveling, it is speculated that rural families use their vehicles more 
efficiently than do families within town. Several measures were employed 
to determine the extent to which vehicles were being uti l ized efficiently. 
Then, to further investigate efficiency in travel behavior , trip patterns 
were analyzed and the behavior of the two sectors compared. 
Efficiency Measures 
One such efficiency measure was the computation of the total number 
of minutes a vehicle was used daily . Alternatively, one could consider 
the total number of minutes per day a vehicle was not i n use; i . e . , a 
measure of "down time" per vehicle day. It was found that rural residents 
use their primary vehicles an average of 38 . 4 minutes per day, while 
State Center residents utilize their primary vehicles an average of 45 . 6 
minutes per day. This 7.2 minute difference, however, did not prove to be 
s tatistically significant. Secondary vehicles were utilized on the 
average 27 minutes daily by town residents and an average of 31 . 5 minutes 
daily by rural residents. Again, a t statistic tested at a 99 percent 
confidence level indicated no difference in the average number of minutes 
per day a secondary vehicle was utilized between the two groups. It is 
interesting to note, however, that 87 percent of the rural families sur-
veyed owned secondary vehicles, while only 57 percent of the families 
residing in town had two frequently-used vehicles . These results suggest 
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that there is a substantial "down time" associated with both primary and 
secondary vehicles owned by both town and rural residents. Defining 
efficiency as " • . • the most effective use of a given resource ••• ," (Gregor y 
Grossman's definition of "technical efficiency") [4], it is apparent that 
neither State Center nor rural residents use either their primary or 
secondary vehicles efficiently. Io this context it is assumed to be more 
efficient for a vehicle to be used by several individuals than for it to be 
left idle when someone could benefit from its use; i.e., it is more effi-
cient to use one vehicle for many purposes than to use several vehicles for 
a very few purposes. Grossman continues that " ••• the avoidance of techni-
cal inefficiency depends a great deal on incentives •••• " Indivisibilities 
create an incentive problem, as it is impossible to utilize anything less 
than a whole car regardless of the number of passengers. A car-rental 
system; i.e., the joint-ownership of farm vehicles or even passenger 
vehicles, might introduce an efficiency element into the present transit 
system. 
A second measure of efficiency, denoted as z, was derived by divid -
ing the total number of miles traveled per day per household by the number 
of vehicles which are reas onable substitutes for each other, yielding a 
measure of number of miles per day per vehicle. Reasonable substitutes 
consisted of all automobiles, pickup trucks, and campers; heavy trucks, 
motorcycles, b icycles, etc. were excluded. In addition, a vehicle utili-
zation potential index was derived by multiplying the number of vehicles 
which are reasonable substitutes for each other by the average number of 
miles traveled per vehicle daily (z), thus projecting the number of miles 
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per vehicle which could be traveled daily if every reasonable substitute 
vehicle were utilized according to the average utilization of a vehicle 
per day. This measure suggests nothing about effic iency; it merely 
standardizes vehicle utilization about a mean. A measure of unutilized 
capacity was determined by subtracting the actual value of z for each 
family from the vehicle utilization potential. Presented in Table 4 are 
the mean values of z, the vehicle utilization potential, and the unutil-
ized capacity measure for both State Center and rural residents. 
Table 4. Average values of efficiency measures 
Efficiency Measure Urban Rural 
Average z (miles) 26.08 21.15 
Average vehicle utilization potential (miles) 46.67 51.11 
Average unutilized capacity (miles) 10.72 11.01 
The results of t statistics tested at a 99 percent confidence level 
to determine if there is any significant difference in the mean values of 
each of the town and rural efficiency measures indicate that no such 
difference exists. The above values of unutilized capacity again suggest 
that neither residents within town or rural residents utilize their 
vehicles efficiently, as excess capacity is substantial f or both groups. 
To further investigate town and rural residents' efficiency in 
utilizing their primary and secondary vehicles, another measure of un-
utilized capacity was computed; namely, the number of persons per trip was 
calculated for both populations, these values then being recorded as a 
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percentage of the number of passengers a vehicle could conceivably trans -
port per trip. Since most vehicles can easily transport six passengers, 
this was the value employed. The six-passenger capacity may be less 
appropriate in the case of secondary vehicles, where there is some indi-
cation of a difference in capacity of vehicles in the two regions. The 
following results were obtained: 
State Center Rural 
Primary Secondary Primary Secondary 
Average number. of persons/trip 1.47 1.35 2.07 1.54 
Percent of capacity utilized 24 . 00 22 . 00 34 . 00 26 . 00 
Rural residents do transport a slightly higher number of persons per trip 
and utilize a greater portion of their vehicles' capacity (in both pri-
mary and secondary vehicles) than do State Center families. These 
differences were, in fact, statistically significant at a 99 percent 
confidence level wit h the exception of the difference in the number of 
persons per trip in secondary vehicles, which was significant at a 90 
percent confidence level. Another t statistic was computed to test the 
hypothesis of equality of the mean number of trips made by a single per-
son in the town and rural populations. This hypothesis was rejected at 
the 95 percent confidence level for primary vehic les but accepted for 
secondary vehicles, indicating that State Center individuals actually do 
make more trips daily with only one person in the primary vehicle than do 
rural individuals. Hence, these data would suggest that rural residents 
utilize both their primary and secondary vehicles more efficiently than 
do urban residents, although neither group utilizes either of their most 
frequently used vehicles to capacity . 
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Trip Behavior 
Efficiency in the use of vehicles does not pertain only to the 
actual physical usage but to the purposes for which the vehicles are 
used as well. It is generally assumed that it is more efficient to 
combine t r ips than it is to make a separate trip for each purpose; i.e o, 
it would appear that multi-purpose trips yield greater efficiency in the 
use of a vehicle than do single-purpose trips. Figure 1 illustrates the 
relationship between the percentage of households and the percentage of 
single-purpose trips made by residents of each population group. The 45° 
line i ndicates the equality of the variables measured on the two axes. 
Note that approximately 50 percent of the rural households account for 
36 percent of the number of single - purpose trips made by rural families, 
while the same percentage of single-purpose trips is attributed to 50 
percent of the households within town. As this relationship is consis -
tent throughout the graph, it would suggest that State Center r esident s 
tend to make more single-purpose trips than rural residents; i.e . , it 
appears that a few rural residents may make many single- purpose trips 
per day, whereas many town residents may make only a few single-purpose 
trips daily. 
The hierarchical nature of the region may also influence character-
istics of multi-purpose trips taken by both spatial sectors in the sample . 
Berry and Pred, in their book Central Place Studies, summarize Walter 
Christaller's central place theory [l]. Berry notes that " • •• Central 
places fall into a hierarchy comprising discrete groups of centers . 
Centers of each higher order group perform all the functions of lower 
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order centers plus a group of central functions that differentiates them 
from and sets them above the lower order" [l] . In the study undertaken 
here State Center serves as the central place, providing services other 
than necessities for the rural area surrounding it. Berr y continues 
that "Because higher order places offer more shopping opportunities, 
their trade areas for low order goods are likely to be larger than those 
of low order places, since consumers have the opportunity to combine 
purposes on a single trip, and this acts like a price-reduction." If 
this statement is valid, then it would suggest that many rural residents 
prefer to buy low-order goods as well as high-order goods from State 
Cent er rather than from their own communities because they can make a 
multi-purp ose trip to do so and thus justify a trip to State Center. The 
questions which bear answering, then, are 1) do rural families make a 
substant ial number of multi - purpose trips relative to families residing 
in town, 2) where do they go, and 3) what do they do as opposed to the 
destinations and trip behavior of State Center travelers? 
A statistic was computed and tested at a 99 percent confidence level 
to test the hypothesis of equality of proportions of single - purpose trips 
made by urban and rural residents [5] . While 19 percent of rural trips 
per vehicle day are multi-purpose trips, only 17 percent of urban trips 
h . 1 d 1 . 1 per ve 1c e ay are mu ti-purpose . This 2 percent difference proved to 
be statistically insignificant . Perhaps the small population of State 
1
A vehicle day is the number of days for which the trip schedule was 
kept for both the primary and secondary vehicle divided by 1 or 2, 
depending on ownership of a secondary vehicle. 
LllC:::LC WCl~ CL 0.1..Qll.J..J...J.. \..,. Q.U~.J..J..J..C~\..C C\'- Ll1C .,IV U~.L\.-'t-U.'- '-VL.L.L..L\..L"-U..~L- • U t;; L ' I 
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Center accounts for this failure of the data to conform to Christal ler's 
theory. 
Summarized in Table 5 below is the average distribution of trips 
by trip purpose for town and rural residents' primary vehicles . 
Table 5. Average number of trips per vehicle day (primary vehicles) 
Urban Rural 
Total number of trips 1.53 1.48 
Total number of work trip segments 1.12 0.79 
Total number of social trip segments 0.41 0 . 68 
Total number of shopping trip segments 0.45 0 . 38 
Total number of business trip segments 0 . 97 0 . 76 
Total number of recreation trip segments o. 37 0. 21 
Total number of religious trip segments 0.39 0 . 23 
The 0 . 5 difference in the average total number of trips made in 
primary vehicles per vehicle day was s i gni ficant when tested at a 99 
percent confidence level. Th i s implies that families residing within 
town do take more trips as defined above than do rural residents, a 
phenomenon which is consistent with the previously-estab l ished fact that 
rural families are more efficient in the use of their vehicles than are 
urban individuals. Although no statistically significant difference was 
found, State Center families make more work, shopping , business, and 
religious trip segments per vehic l e day than do rural residents. However, 
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there was a significant difference at the 90 percent confidence level in 
the average number of daily social trip segments for the two populations, 
the data indicating that rural people make more social trip segments than 
do people residing within town. This might imply that people within the 
small town socialize with close neighbors and are able to walk, whereas 
the rural families' closest neighbors may not be within walking distance . 
On the other hand, a statistically significant difference (90 percent 
confidence level) was also found in the average number of recreation trip 
segments taken daily by the two populations, urban residents tending to 
make more recreation trip segments than rural residents. This difference 
in recreationally-based trip segments probably reflects the partially-
retired status of many State Center households, and accessibility 
differentials result in higher vehicular use by town residents . 
Figure 2 illustrates the distribution by destination and distance of 
the total number of trips per day in primary vehicles; a frequency distri-
bution of the total number of daily trips is presented in Figure 3. There 
were no statistically significant differ ences in the average number of 
daily trip segments taken within any of the destination classifications 
except for trip segments taken to State Center, where a significant 
difference was found at the 99 percent confidence level. Residents within 
town are shown to make more trip segments per day to State Center than do 
rural residents, a not unexpected outcome . Most of the urban trip seg-
ments are within State Center or to nearby Marshalltown, though rural 
residents travel only slightly more to State Center than to Marshalltown. 
Rural people make more trip segments of a distance between 2 and 40 miles, 
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State Center residents tending to travel much shorter distances of 
between . 5 to 2 miles. This can result from the tendency of rural resi-
dents to take more multi-purpose trips than the within-town residents and 
discontinuities for trip lengths within State Center. A significant 
difference in 1-2-mile trip frequencies was found at the 95 percent 
confidence level , and is due to an upper bound on intra-town trip lengths 
imposed by the size of the central cormnunity. The urban-rural variance 
in trip frequencies declines as distance increases due to diminished 
attract ion . 
Figures 4-7 present by total number, towns, and distances the distri-
bution of daily business, social, shopping, and journey-to-work trip 
segments in primary vehicles; Figures 8-11 present frequency distributions 
of the same variables . As noted previously, there is a significant 
difference in the average number of social trip segments taken in primary 
vehicles by town and rural residents, the data further indicating such a 
difference exists in social trip segments of short distances (0 -1 mile) 
and of l on g distances (~ 4 miles). Rural families appear to have closer 
socia l ties with neighboring households, and the longer trip differ ences 
occur at mean mileages from the average rural resident to the center of 
the region. Rural - to-urban social trip segments are possibly more f re-
quent t han in the opposite direction due to the prevalence of multi -
purpose trips taken by farm families . The only other category of trip 
segments in which there was shown to be a significant difference (at the 
99 percent c onfidence level) in urban-rural averages was in the mean 
number of shopping trips to State Center. Recalling Christaller ' s theor y 
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[l] , and assuming State Center to be the central place, it would be 
expected that residents of the peripheral areas would make more multi-
purpose trips, resulting in more trips t o State Center to shop. However, 
this does not appear to be the case. Results of the t tests t o determine 
the existence of statistically significant differences in the urban and 
rural communities' average number of trip segments taken in primary 
vehicles in the categories described above are presented in Table 6 . 
As with primary vehicles, there is a significant difference in the 
average number of total trips taken in secondary vehicles as well. Again, 
families residing in town appear to make a greater number of daily trips 
in their secondary vehicles than do rural residents. The data also indi-
cate that urban residents make more trips with in State Center in secondary 
vehicles; more trip segments of distance . 5-1 mile, 5-10 miles, 10- 20 
miles, and 60+ miles; and fewer s ocial trip segments of distance 4+ miles; 
rural households again are the more frequent users of the vehicle for 
longer s ocially-based trip segments . The somewhat more variant distances 
traveled seem consistent with the supplemental uses expected by the 
secondary vehicle. Table 7 sunnnarizes trip distribution characteristics 
of secondary vehicles. 
Multi-purpose Trips 
Having established where the families sampled travel in terms of 
destination, distance, and trip purpose, an effort was subsequently made 
t o determine if rural residents are actually disadvantaged by their loca-
tion and lack of public transportation . To do s o , a matrix format was 
developed to present the actual trip behavior pat terns f or both the rural 
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Table 6. Trip segments by purpose classification (primary vehicles) 
Type of Trip 
No. of business trips to 
State Center 
No. of business trips to 
rural areas 
No. of business trips to 
other towns 
No. of social trips to 
State Center 
No. of social trips to 
rural areas 
No. of social trips t o 
other towns 
No . of social trips of distance 
0-1 mi. 
No. of social trips of distance 
1-4 mi. 
No. of social trips of distance 
4+ mi. 
No . of shopping trips to 
State Center 
No. of shopping trips to 
Marshalltown 
No. of shopping trips of distance 
0- .5 mi. 
No. of shopping trips of distance 
. 5-2 mi. 
No. of shopping trips of distance 
2-10 mi. 
No. of work trips t o State Cent er 
No. of work trips of distance 
0-2 mi. 
No. of work trips of distance 
2-10 mi. 
No. of work trips of dist. 10+ mi. 
Urban 
Average 
1.03 
0.44 
0.47 
0.29 
0.26 
0 .16 
0.27 
0.2 9 
0.25 
0.45 
0.26 
0.47 
0.37 
0.24 
1.25 
1.39 
0.67 
0.81 
Rural 
Average 
0.52 
0.33 
0.47 
0.31 
0.44 
0.31 
0.66 
0.58 
0.46 
0.21 
0.24 
0.20 
0.20 
0.18 
5.48 
2.78 
0 . 41 
0.99 
Result of 
Hypothesis Test 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Rejected 
(90% sign. level) 
Accepted 
Rejected 
( 95i'. sign . leve 1) 
Rejec ted 
(99% sign. level) 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
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Table 7. Trip segments by distance, destination, and purpose classi-
fication (secondary vehicles) 
Result of 
Hypothesis Test 
Urban Rural of Equality 
Type of Trip Average Average of Means 
Total No. of trips per day 1.89 1.39 Rejected (99%) 
Trips t o towns in map 0 .31 0. 37 Accepted 
Trips t o rural areas 0.51 0 . 87 Accepted 
Trips to Des Moines 0 . 24 0.45 Accepted 
Trips to Marshalltown 0.47 0.46 Accepted 
Trips to State Center 1.26 o. 72 Rejected (99%) 
Trips to other towns 0.35 0.35 Accepted 
Trips of distance 0- . 5 mi. 0.60 o. 71 Accepted 
Tr ips of distance .5-1 mi. 1.35 0.20 Rejected (90%) 
Trips of distance 1-2 mi. 0.69 1.11 Accepted 
Trips of distance 2-5 mi. 0.42 0 . 69 Accepted 
Trips of distance 5-10 mi. 0 . 29 0 . 82 Rejected (95%) 
Trips of distance 10-20 mi. 0.61 0 . 43 Rejected (90%) 
Trips of distance 20-40 mi. 0 . 57 0.43 Accepted 
Trips of distance 40-60 mi. 0 . 50 0 . 49 Accepted 
Trips of distance 60+ mi . 0.16 0 . 32 Rejected (90%) 
Total No. of religious trips 0.20 0 . 30 Accepted 
Number of non-Sunday religious trips 0.29 0.19 Accepted 
Total number of shopping trips 0.32 0.31 Accepted 
No . of shopping trips to State Center 0.22 0.37 Accepted 
No . of shopping trips to 
Mar sha lltown 0.20 0.22 Accepted 
No. of shopping trips of distance 
0- . 5 mi. 0. 24 0.33 Accepted 
No . of shopping trips of distance 
.5-2 mi. 0.16 0.24 Accepted 
No . of shopping trips of distance 
2- 10 mi. o.oo 0.35 Accepted 
No. of shopping trips of distance 
10+ mi. 0.20 0.23 Accepted 
Table 7. Continued 
Type of Trip 
Total number of business trips 
No. of business trips to 
State Center 
No. of business trips to 
rural areas 
No. of business trips to 
outside areas 
Total number of social trips 
No. of social trips to 
State Center 
No. of social trips to 
rural areas 
No . of social trips to other towns 
No . of social trips of distance 
0-1 mi. 
No. of social trips of distance 
1-4 mi. 
No. of social trips of distance 
4+ mi. 
Total number of work trips 
No. of work trips to State Center 
No. of work trips of distance 
0- 2 mi. 
No. of work trips of distance 
2-10 mi. 
No. of work trips of distance 
10+ mi. 
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Average 
0.59 
0 .56 
0.37 
0.35 
0.38 
0.32 
0.26 
0 .25 
0.37 
0.23 
0 . 25 
0.83 
0 . 87 
0.81 
0.60 
0.68 
Average 
0.81 
0.49 
0.32 
0.58 
0.76 
0. 61 
0 .37 
0.36 
0 . 67 
0.34 
0.63 
0 . 94 
0.97 
1.22 
0.74 
o. 72 
Result of 
Hypothesis Test 
of Equality 
Of Means 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Rejected (90%) 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
Accepted 
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and the town populations. Each population has two matrices (see Figures 
12-15), one showing the trip distribution and one showing the distribution 
of passengers among trip segments. Each row of the matrices is the 
ultimate destination of the primary vehicle, and each column is a trip 
segment . Hence, diagonal elements are direct trips; i . e . , there are no 
segments . The numbers in brackets represent the percent of all trips 
2 
(persons) in a vehicle going to j that terminate at each segment . Very 
small percentages of all trips across columns are indicated as (neg). 
For example, row 3, column 5 of the Urban Person matrix (Figure 12) indi -
cates that . 14 + . 02 persons ("plus" indicates a passenger picked up along 
the way) rode in cars traveling somewhere for a social engagement and 
ter minated at a place of business . Furthermore, these persons accounted 
for 3 percent of all the passengers in the vehicles. All tabulations ar e 
on a per-schedule basis to allow for comparisons between the two popula-
tions . An F statistic was computed for each row and examined at a 90 
percent confidence level to test the hypothesis of equality of variances 
for the urban and rural populations . 
The hypothesis tests of equality of variances between rows for the 
State Center and rural populations r evealed that rural residents have a 
greater dispersion of t rip segments about the mean number of trip segments 
in vehicles going to a social place, a business place, and to religious 
gatherings than do residents of the town . This was true both with regard 
to the trip segments and to the distribution of passengers . Such evidence 
2
j =work places, recreation places, social places, shopping places, 
business places, religious places, schools, and " other" places . 
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Figure 12. Urban persons trip patterns 
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Fi gure 13 . Rural persons trip patterns 
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Figure 14. Urban trip behavior 
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Figure 15. Rural trip behavior 
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appears to confirm the hypothesis that rural residents combine more trips 
and transport more passengers per trip than do urban residents . Perhaps 
the fact that the variances in the number of people terminating at 
intermediate stops in vehicles traveling to "other" places differ would 
be evidence that rural people in general drop passengers off at inter-
mediate s t ops more than do people residing in town. 
An additional statistic was computed to determine if there is a 
significant difference in the proportion of urban people and the propor-
tion of rural people who travel in a car going to j and stop off at i. 3 
The statistic was als o computed to test for equality in the proportions of 
trip segments that begin at i and terminate at j (i, j defined as above). 
The only significant difference was in the proportion of people going t o 
social places directly. For this element, then, the above hypothesis was 
rejected at a 99 percent confidence level. As it has already been 
reported that rural travelers appear to make more trips for social pur-
poses than urban travelers, this finding is not unique . All other 
hypothesis tests of equality of proportions were accepted. 
Several characteristics of these matrices deserve special attention. 
1) Although recreation trip segments per vehicle day are greater for 
State Center than its rural counterpart, urban families nevertheless have 
fewer persons per household traveling for recreational purposes and, in 
fact, fewer recreation trip segments per household. Socially-based trips 
are more consistent with the travel characteristics for the primary 
3 
i, j =work places, recreation places, social places, shopping 
places, business places, religious places, schools, and "other" places. 
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vehicle; i . e., not only do rural households take more social trips per 
day than do urban households, but they also take more social trips per 
household and transport more individuals per household on social trips. 
2) Spatial differences in persons carried are consistent with the trip 
capacity contrasts discussed above and are particularly high for social 
and business trips. 3) Intermediate pick-ups are also more prevalent 
for rural families for most trip purposes; when urban travelers add 
passengers on a trip segment, it is mostly for social purposes . While 
rural households tend to pick up passengers on virtually every kind of 
trip, urban households tend to pick up passengers generally in combina-
tion with work or social trips. 
An additional characteristic of Figures 12 and 13 is the variation 
in type of intermediate trip taken by final destination purpose be tween 
urban and rural households. State Center residents tend to take a larger 
proportion of single- segment work trips and yet still have more dispersal 
among trip types when other trips are combined with the journey-to-work 
trip . Likewise, recreation and educational segments appear in the urban 
strata for social trips but not in the rural sector. About 13 percent of 
the total persons carried for shopping purposes in the rural population 
make stops for social and business purposes as compared to 4 percent f or 
the town population. These trip patterns probably reflect accessibility 
and destination differences between spatial strata in the sample. The 
urban journey-to-work is conceivably more likely to be taken to employment 
places away from town, whereas part-time employment in State Center for 
rural individuals could result in a higher proportion of persons 
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undertaking social and business segments. As noted above, social trips 
tend to be heavily combined with shopping and business segments for the 
rural households. These patterns are consistent with agriculturally-
related services, strong family ties, and low-order residentiary goods 
provided in the region's center to rural residents and shorter travel 
distances for such trip purposes in the urban strata. 
In summary, neither the rural families nor those residing in State 
Center utilize their vehicles efficiently in terms of "down time" and 
capacity measures, though rural residents appear to be slightly ahead of 
their urban counterparts in efficient vehicle utilization. State Center 
households make more trips per day on the average; specifically, more 
single-segment trips and more recreationally-based trip segments than do 
rural households . Rural families tend to make more socially-based trips 
and to transport more passengers to intermediate stops, this dependency 
being the topic of Chapter V. 
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CHAPTER V. DEPENDENCY 
Trip patterns followed by households indicate that some dependency 
in travel needs does exist both within the central town and within the 
rural area. Although no significant difference was found, rural families 
pick up an average of .5 persons per day on intermediate stops while 
enroute to their final destinations, while families within State Center 
pick up .3 persons per day on the average. Conversely, rural families 
drop off an average of .4 persons per day at intermediate destinati ons, 
while State Center families drop off an average of . 5 persons daily . 
Again, no significant difference was found. Based on these data, it 
appears that rural h ouseholds tend to pick up individuals and transport 
them to another place more than households within town, the latter tend-
ing to transport individuals present at the origin to other destinations 
more than do rural families. Accessibility and distance factors may 
account for these differences; e.g., rural households, as noted previously, 
make more multi-purpose trips, whereas households within town make more 
single-purpose trips, many of them being made to take one or more persons 
somewhere . This chapter will discuss trips, by purpose, patterned around 
picking up and dropping off passengers, some general observations on 
dependency, and policy implications of the above. It should be noted 
that all calculations in this chapter are made on a daily basis; i.e . , a 
gross amount divided by the total number of days over which the data was 
collected, rather than on a per schedule day basis (an average of daily 
values per schedule). 
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Trips Patterned After Needs of Dependents 
Social trips 
State Center residents r e ported a total of .15 individuals picked up 
at a social place daily; namely, .04 friends, .04 children, .04 parents, 
and . 03 grandparents. Or, in percentage terms, the town households 
proportioned their pickups of passengers at s ocial places evenly among 
friends, children, and parents (27 percent each), while grandparents made 
up the smallest proportion (20 percent). Chi ldren and parents accounted 
for an equal proportion of the . 05 individuals reported to have been 
dropped off at a social place per day, each gr oup representing 50 percent 
of the total . In the rural area surrounding State Center, however, 
parents (i . e . , heads of households) tended to make fewer social trips 
themselves, usually appearing as chauffeurs. Of the .12 reported daily 
pickups at a social place, . 03 (25 percent) were family friends, .08 
(67 percent) were children, and .009 (8 percent) were grandparents. 
Friends (.06), children (.09), and grandparents (.009) were dropped off 
daily at a social place by rural r esident s, accounting for 38 , 57, and 
6 percent, respectively, of the .16 t otal daily dropoffs . 
Business trips 
Of the .20 State Center residents per day who were dependent upon 
others for transportation to conduct business , most were children ( . 08, 
or 89 percent of the pickups, and . 08, or 73 percent of the dropoffs) . 
Parents, . 01 per day, accounted for the remaining 11 percent of passengers 
picked up at a business place, and .03 companions comprised the other 27 
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percent of those dropped off for business purposes daily . Rural resi-
dents, in contrast, had a more diversified clientele engaged in business 
trips. The majority of trips made were t o transport individuals t o , 
rather than from, a place of business. A total of . 09 individuals per 
day, classified as follows, were reported to have been driven to a 
business place by rural residents: . 04 family friends (42 percent), .03 
children (37 percent), . 01 parents (16 percent), and .004 grandparents 
(6 percent) . Family friends accounted for . 02 (71 percent) of the .03 
persons picked up daily at a business place, while . 005 children and . 005 
parents each represented 15 percent of the pickups . 
Recreation trips 
Of the . 01 passengers transported daily t o recreation sites by town 
residents, . 009 (64 percent ) were children, and . 005 (36 percent ) were 
household heads. During the time period under study only . 03 individuals 
per day were picked up at a recreation site by people residing in State 
Center, and these were companions, or f riends, of a household member. 
This would suggest that, in the limited number of cases disclosed here , 
perhaps those dropped off for recreation by a parent were picked up by 
another individual, thus being enumerated as children upon arriving and 
as companions upon returning. No pickups or dropof f s were reported in 
connection with recreation trips by rural res ide nts, a fact which is con-
sistent with trip behavior not ed i n an earlier section; namely, that in-
town residents make more recreation trips than do rural residents. 
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Shopping trips 
Among State Center residents, .013 children and .03 parents were 
dropped off to shop daily. Grandparents, those residing in both State 
Center and the rural areas, depended upon rural residents to take them 
shopping ; i.e . , all of those dropped off to shop by rural residents were 
grandparents. 
School trips 
Schools do appear to be easily accessible in State Center (recall 
that public transportation is provided to schools). Only one case was 
reported where an individual was taken to school, that being a friend of 
a family member who was dropped off at school in the evening, probably 
for nonacademic purposes. No trips to or from school were reported by 
rural households. 
Work trips 
Children (.01) were picked up and . 04 parents dropped off at work by 
State Center residents daily, indicating some efficiency in vehicle usage 
in the form of minimizing idle time; i.e., the vehicle was not left in a 
parking lot during working hours. The greatest proportion of passengers 
picked up at work by rural residents was family friends ( . 04 out of . 06, 
or 67 percent daily), with children comprising the remaining 33 percent. 
Of the . 04 passengers dropped off at work daily by rural residents, . 01 
(37 percent) were friends, .02 (50 percent) were children, and .005 (13 
percent) were household heads. 
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Religious trips 
Although no trips to transport res idents to or from church were 
reported by State Center households, rural residents did pick up . 04 
individuals per day; spec ifically, .02 friends (56 percent), . 01 children 
(33 percent), and .005 parents (11 percent ), and dropped off . 04 
individuals of which 37 percent were friends, 50 percent were children, 
and 13 percent were parents. 
It must be emphasized that the trip patterns discussed above refer 
t o passengers who were picked up or dropped off by a rural or town resi-
dent, but the individual transported was not necessarily a resident of the 
same area as the driver ; e . g . , a rural driver could pick up or dr op off a 
passenger in State Center or vice versa. 
General Observations on Dependency 
Although insuffic i ent information disclosed in the schedules main-
tained by sampled households prevents analysis of dependency in transpor -
tation in intricate detail, some genera l observations can be made . 
Dependency among the elderly 
It is probable that many of the individua ls transported t o or from a 
given place and classified as "friends" are elderly; ages of companions, 
or friends, were not requested on the questionnaire. In addition, several 
elderly res i dents sampled, both from State Center and f r om the rural areas, 
did not return a completed survey but instead replied via letter, stating 
that they were elderly, did not own vehicles, and depended upon others for 
transportation. However, even upon assuming companions to be the same age 
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as the household member to which they were friends, only one individual 
was aged 65 years or over. Moreover, the latter was a rural resident, 
thus negating the hypothesis that State Center residents, most of them 
retired, are more dependent upon others for transportation than are 
rural residents. The latter would be true only to the extent that State 
Center is a retirement community and that many of those who did not 
respond to the survey were elderly and consequently omitted from the 
study. In view of the above considerations, this study does not ade-
quately deal with the problem of dependency among the aged. 
Time spent waiting 
For the most part, there is little evidence to support the hypothesis 
that passengers, specifically children, have to wait through a number of 
intermediate stops before reaching their ultimate destinations . Such 
passengers were generally driven to their destinations either on the first 
segment of the trip after their pickup or by separate trip, regardless of 
their residential delineation. Only a very few cases of long-term waiting 
were reported ; namely, a few situations occurred where several companions 
of rural residents were transported, each to a different place, causing 
one passenger to have to sit through two or three other trip segments. 
The number of such cases was minimal, however. It is, in fact, impossible 
to determine in the majority of cases whether a dependent is inconvenienced 
in the sense of having to wait to be picked up, as the dependent usually is 
being picked up from a social visit whenever many segments are involved 
preceding the pickup; i.e., it appears that in general whenever an 
individual is to be picked up after a number of errands have been run, he 
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is usually at a social place, making it impossible to determine if he is 
ready to leave or not. In many cases such dependents are at a baby-
sitter's home or are visiting friends. 
Trips by time of day 
Trips t o transport residents back and forth from various locations 
appear to be distributed fairly evenly throughout the day for both the 
in- town and rural residents. Categorically, the time-of-day distribution 
of trips was as follows: 
Time of Day 
Morning (12:01 a . m. - 12:00 p.m. ) 
Afternoon (12:01 p .mo - 5:00 p.m. ) 
Night (5:01 p.m. - 12:00 a . m.) 
Per cent of Trips 
Chauffeuring Passengers 
Urban Rural 
34.4 36.6 
28.0 36 . 6 
37.5 26.7 
The above time-of-day distribution of dependency trips has an important 
effect on policy implications to be discussed below . 
Distance traveled 
The data reveal that both rural and town residents travel rather long 
distances at any time of the day to transport dependents, but there is no 
evidence that trips flow from rural to town or from town to rural more 
consistently than in the opposite direction. Residents of State Center 
were shown to travel an average distance of 12.2 miles to transport depen-
dents, while rural residents travel an average distance of 8 . 9 miles for 
the same purpose. Intra-town trips accounted for approximately 42 percent 
of the State Center dependent trips, the remainder being distributed mostly 
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between Marshalltown and Ames. Rural households made approximately 40 
percent of their dependent trips within the rural area, approximately 21 
percent t o State Center, and the remainder to Marshalltown and other 
towns within close proximity. The rural nature of State Center itself is 
a plausible explanation of the inability to distinguish dominant traffic 
flows between the two regions. It should also be recalled that the 
survey was taken during the suunner months , and trip patterns may be some-
what distorted due to vacations, the closing of schools, etc. 
Policy Implications 
It is not apparent f rom the evidence presented earlier in this 
section that either State Center or the rural area surrounding it has a 
particular need for a public transit system. As noted above, there does 
not even appear t o be a specific time of day when travel is heavies t when 
a part-time public transit would be effective. For what little dependency 
needs exist, residents seem t o be a cconunodating adequately and rather 
effortlessly to t he lack of a public transportation system. Indeed, it 
is known from several letters received in lieu of a completed schedule 
that generational linkages substitute for public transit. In other 
words, oftentimes s ons and daughters of retired residents live within 
a short distance of their parents and find it convenient to drive 
them t o their destination. But even so, there is no evidence that elderly 
individuals are any more dependent upon others f or transportation 
than any other group and no evidence that one residential delineation; 
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i . e., State Center or rural, has need of public transit more than the 
1 other. Thus, the introduction of a public transit system to the State 
Center area would most likely prove infeasible. 
1This is, of course, based on the returned surveys. To the extent 
elderly dependent residents failed to return their schedules, this 
statement will have varying degrees of validity. 
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CHAPI'ER VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study reported here was undertaken in an effort to determine the 
extent to which a small town and/or the rural area surr ounding it are 
disadvantaged due to the absence of a public transportation system. 
Actual origin- destination data were studied to determine estimates of 
daily usage of the existing transit system as well as of the trip patterns 
adopted t o acconnnodate for the lack of public transportation . Socio-
economic and vehicle ownership characteristics, efficiency in vehicle 
utilization, and transportation-dependent individuals were the primary 
considerations . 
Traditional rural/urban relationships f a iled to appear in this study, 
as the rural and urban populations were found to differ only slightly in 
socioeconomic characteristics. The rural nature of State Center accounts 
for the similarities. Rural families have an average annual income of 
$15,712 and an average family size of 3 . 6 members as compared to State 
Center's average annual family income of $15,887 and average family size 
of 3 . 9 members. State Center's heads of households are slightly older 
than th ose in the rural area, the male and female household heads being 
48.6 and 46 .7 years of age, respectively, in State Center and 47 . 8 and 
44 . 8, respectively, in the rural area . The male household heads resid-
ing within town were slightly more educated than those in the rural area, 
and female household heads were slightly more educated than the males in 
both populations . Traditional rural/urban relationships were further 
unsubstantiated by an inverse relationship between educational attainment 
and income level which was found to exist for the two populations 0 In 
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this sample rural household heads were less educated yet earned higher 
annual incomes than did those residing in State Center. 
A regression model was run to determine the impact of various socio-
economic and vehicle ownership characteristics on the total number of 
trip segments generated daily. For the two populations combined, the 
total number of daily trip segments made in primary and secondary vehicles 
was most influenced, though slightly, by the percentage of all trip seg-
ments which are for shopping (negative) and by the number of vehicles 
owned by families (negative). The number of trip segments generated per 
day in primary and secondary vehicles by State Center residents alone 
was negatively influenced by both the demand for shopping proxy and the 
number of vehicles owned by residents. The sex proxy (percent of house-
hold members which are male) had a positive influence on the urban trip 
segments and a negative influence on the rural trip segments. In addi-
tion, the rural total trip segments were negatively associated with 
vehicle ownership and positively associated with family size. 
Three quantitative measures were employed to determine the efficiency 
in vehicle utilization of the two populations: 1) "down time," 2) un-
utilized capacity, and 3) number of persons per trip. All three measures 
indicated inefficiency in the use of vehicles by both rural and town 
families . Substantial "down time" was associated with both primary and 
secondary vehicles owned by both town and rural residents. However, rural 
residents do transport a slightly higher number of persons per trip and 
utilize a greater portion of their vehicle's capacity in both primary and 
secondary vehicles than do State Center families . Urban households make 
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more total trips per day, more recreation trips per day, and more daily 
trips by only one person than do their rural counterparts. Rural 
families, on the other hand, make more social trips per day than do 
fam.ilies resid.ing in State Center. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2, 
the behavior data does appear to adhere t o gravity principles; i.e., 
there is an inverse relationship between distance between origin and 
destination and the number of trips taken . The data also adhere to 
central place theories, as the State Center residents take a large number 
of trips within a small radius of the town. Overall, it appears that 
neither of the two groups utilize their vehicles efficiently, but rural 
families are less inefficient than urban families. 
To further investigate the extent of inefficiency, trip patterns 
were studied through the use of a set of matrices, one denoting persons 
and one trip segments, developed for each group. It was discovered that 
rural residents have a greater dispersion of trip segments and people 
about the mean in vehicles going to social places, business places, and 
to religious gatherings than do residents within town. Intermediate 
pick- ups were also most prevalent for rural households. 
Looking closer at transportation-dependent individuals in the two 
areas, it was apparent that rural households tend to pick up individuals 
and transport them to another place more than households within town, the 
latter tending to transport individuals present at the origin to other 
destinations more than do rural families. Likewise, there was no evidence 
of long-term waiting at intermediate stops or of the prominence of uni-
directional trip flows. 
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Thus, the following conclusions can be drawn : 1) the working-age 
population of the surveyed area appears t o adequately adapt its trip 
behavior to the needs of those who have no private form of transportation. 
Since rural families must travel to State Center for their shopping needs, 
and since the data do suggest a flow of social trips from the rural area 
to State Center, i t would appear that no substantial hardship is entailed 
by those who transport passengers to various destinations. 2) Because 
of the small response rate to the survey, it is still suspected that some 
retired and elderly individuals who failed to return a schedule of trips 
are indeed transportation-dependent and thus disadvantaged by the lack of 
a public transit system. However, such needs do not appear to be sub-
stantial, and a small-scale transit system; e.g., one or two automobiles, 
could probably service the area effectivelyo 3) If a small-scale 
transit system were implemented, in order to cover the cost of such a 
system a locally-subsidized operation would appear to be most feasible in 
meeting the needs of the area, as trip patterns seem to be diverse and 
erratic, both with regard to distance and to time of day. 
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APPENDIX. SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
The survey questionnaire shown here excludes replicated trip logs 
and maps for the two vehicles. Hence, following the example trip log 
sampled units received three pages of blank logs and one map per vehicle. 
A coded schedule number was included on each page of the trip logs and 
the mailing included a stamped return envelope. 
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Dear 
For the past year Iowa State University has been conducting studies 
designed to improve the availability of transportation services to 
rural residents in the state. As an important part of the overall study, 
we need to know more about the personal and business trips taken by r esi-
dents in, and closely surrounding, State Center . To minimize the costs 
of collecting this data, we are using a mail sample and would be most 
grateful for your help and cooperation in making our study useful to all 
residents of Iowa. 
We are asking you to keep a log of your personal and business trips over 
the next seven days . (If this is not possible we would appreciate infor-
mation for a shorter period.) The instruction sheet and example schedule 
show how we would prefer the information to be recorded . Two schedules 
are provided and should be placed in the two most frequently-used 
vehicles available to members of your household. After the seven- day log 
is completed we would appreciate your responses to the questions on the 
sheet labeled ''household characteristics." A stamped envelope is pro-
vided for returning the information. All the data are confidential and 
the identities of individual respondents will never be revealed. 
Your responses to this questionnaire are an important component of our 
assessment of rural transportation needs in Iowa. Very little informa-
tion is available on the travel behavior of families living in and near 
the smaller communities in Iowa and your efforts are both valuable to the 
study and much appreciated by participants in this research program. 
JRP/bjm 
enclosures 
Sincerely yours, 
Dr. James R. Prescott 
William Lorber 
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Instruction Sheet 
Trip log: 
(1) Fill in the vehic le designation for the two logs in the follow -
ing manner . (a) If you have a vehicle available to you write in the 
description. As shown on the example log, the car is a 1973 Chevrolet 
sedan. (b) If you have no vehicle, but use public transportation or rely 
on friends or relatives write both the vehicle and the name of the person 
on each l og . Again, they should be the two most frequently used modes . 
(Note that walking is also a possibility . ) If (a) above is applicable 
place the logs in the two most frequently used vehicles . 
Pre - tests showed that the best way to keep the logs is to jot down 
the destinations and arrival times twice a day (mid-morning and afternoon 
were usually good times) . Io the evening fill in the remaining trips and 
then go back t o the pr evious trips and write in occupants, mileage, e t c . 
Once the i nstructions are learned this shouldn't take more than 5-10 
minutes each day. 
(2) Date. When a trip is taken jot down the date. The example log 
shows the fir st date as July 1, 1974 . 
(3) Trip . Put the trip number in the second column . Each trip 
starts and ends at home and may have several segments or intermediate 
stops . The example sheet shows three segments for trip # 1 . 
(4) Destination. Enter destination for trip 1. If possible put a 
street address for State Center with the "S .c." abbreviation. (We also 
can identify churches, grocery stores, etc.) . For larger cities such as 
Marshalltown or Des Moines no street address is needed. If you live on 
a rur al residence outside State Center please circle your home on the map 
and wr ite "map" on the log after the first entry of a return trip . If you 
~isit a rural resident (such as John Jones in trip # 2) please place an 
"X" at his home on the map along with the date and trip number when he 
firs t appears on the log. By listing "John Jones" on the log for sub-
sequent trips we will know where he lives . If you visit a rural residence 
outside the area covered by the map list only the nearest town. 
(5) Reason for trip . Choose one of the following and enter the 
l et ter. 
A. Trip t o work place D. Shopping 
B. Recreation E. Business 
C. Social F. Religious 
G. School 
H. Return home 
I. Other (please designate 
under trip number) 
The first example trip to Main St . in State Center is for shopping 
purposes followed by a social trip to Marshalltown. 
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(6) Occupants. Choose appropriate l e tters for occupants as 
F = fat her (husband) GF = grandfather 
M = mother (wife) GM = grandmother 
sl = oldest son (S = second oldest, etc.) 2 
Dl = oldest daughter (D2 = second oldest, etc.) 
Other occupants should be designated as principal companion of the family 
member such as C-F (friend or business associate of father), c -s1 (friend 
of oldes.t son, etc. If the traveler is a friend of several family members 
then C-F-M-S
1 
would be appropr i ate. 
(7) Mileage . Enter number of miles for the trip segment. The rural 
family on the example sheet drove 4 miles to State Center for the first 
segment of trip #1 . 
(8) Time . Enter the arrival time of the trip segment and approxi-
mate time the trip took. In the first trip to State Center the family 
arr ived at 1:30 p .m. after a 10 minute ride . 
The two trips listed on the example sheet show the following 
sequence. The father, mother and eldest son travel 4 miles t o shop at 
State Center, leave the son in town and go t o Marshalltown to visit rela-
tives . They return to the farm and the s on (who walked home from State 
Center) takes a friend t o a chur ch meeting in Des Moines. They visit John 
Jones on a rural residence during the r eturn trip and the e ldest son 
returns to his home after leaving his companion at the home of John Jones. 
Household characteristics 
After the log i s completed we would appreciate the information listed 
in the ''household characteristics" table. (Again, this information is 
confidential but if you feel reluctant to include particular i tems a 
partial r e ply is still useful to us . ) Put the designations used in the 
trip log to identify other family members (S
1
, n
1
, GM, GF, etc.) Then 
list for the resident family members: 
( 1) Age (in years) 
(2) Occupation (farmer, student, housewife, grocer, etc.) 
(3) Education (the number of years of formal schooling beginning 
with first grade) 
(4) Farm size (the actual number of acres worked if farming is your 
listed occupation) 
(5) Income (the approximate average annual net money income earned 
over the past 4 years if your employment status has not changed 
in that period of time; if you retired or changed jobs in this 
time period then list your current year 's net i ncome) 
(6) Vehicles owned by family members (list the number of each vehicle 
type owned by the various family members) . 
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Return the two logs (with attached maps ) and the household charac-
teristics table to Iowa State University i n the enclosed envelope . (The 
example log, map and instruction sheet may be discarded.) 
A follow -up story for your local newspaper will be written so that 
you will know the genera l r esults of this survey. Also, a research team 
member will be available at 483-2577 between the hours of 2 and 4 p.m. 
during the three days following your receipt of the que stionnaire to 
answer any questions you may have. Again, our sincerest thanks for your 
help in providing this information. 
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Schedule number ~~~~~~~- EXAMPLE LOG 
Vehicle ~~1~9~7=3-'-C~h=ev~r_o=le~t"""-s~e~d_a~n----
Reason 
Date Trip ft Dest ination for trip Occupants Mileage Time 
1 Main St. (S .C.) D F ,M,S 4 1:30 p.m. 
10 min. 
Marshalltown c F ,M 10 3:00 p.m. 
20 min. 
R. R. 1 (map) H F ,M 14 15 :uu p.m. 
30 min. 
2 Des Moines F s1 ,c-s1 40 6:00 p.m. 60 min. 
John Jones (map) c s1 ,c-s1 30 9 :00 p.m. 
50 min. 
R.R. 1 H sl 15 0:30 p.m. 
20 min. 
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Schedule number 
Reason 
Date Trip 1t Dest i na t ion for trip Occupant s Milea ge Time 
N
 
0
0
 
